X-MUN ORIGINS

Disclaimer:
The press issue is not for the faint of heart
COLD BOARD, WARM PLANET
United Nations Convention on Climate Change

If you haven't already heard of our reel Sec Gen, and this committee's chair, chances of you winning anything are slim. A convincing, and intimidating orator, Mr. Dasgupta's biting humour, above all else, has garnered him something of a cult following in debating circles. Or maybe that's just the rest of the board. A generally Anton-Egoistic, antagonistic person, having him as chair almost makes this a constant crisis committee.

Mr. Dasgupta likes keeping everybody on a tight leash and micromanaging every detail of committee. So meet the head of the firm, St. Xavier's Collegiate School's version of Jessica Pearson. You have been warned, he does not respond to threats.

Abhijoy Mitra, the guest chair for the UNCCC is easily the most charming member of the Board, not that that says much. But don't let his "chocolate boy" image fool you. One of the finest speakers our school has produced in recent years, he can make you cry if you're up against him. Just ask the sec-gen. Leave it to Abhijoy to even make climate change seem interesting wearing Daniel Hardman's suit.

The perfect complement to your chair, Mr. Jhunjhunwala's disdain for you, delegate, is all but palpable. Trying to speak often won't help. His air of irritation, and general prickliness will be recognised far more often you will. Even so, you'll probably find him easier to get along with within committee than without it. His curtness, and love for the work of critical directors, like himself, shall hopefully endear him to you. If not, I told you so. So, in this cutthroat world of remorseless lobbying for environmental litigation, behold Mr. Louis Litt.

A relative newcomer to the MUNing scene, Rohan is the closest thing to a treehugger this board has. His tendency to laugh at most everything, and eagerness as a Rapporteur may lighten things up in committee, unlikely though it may seem. His diffidence, emotional quotient and drive to prove himself in the eyes of the world (read Shourya and Prajwal) makes him the Rachel Zane of this Suits saga.
The tanks in the poppy field.

United Nations Security Council

The yang to the Secretary-General's yin. Anish is an integral part of the X MUN. His talent as an administrator makes him the perfect chair for what promises to be the most heated committee of this conference. The fittingly large proboscis he is endowed with augments his ability to pry into matters he deems important. In addition to being an impassioned, if simplistic, debater, and a masterful MUNner, Anish is also chief of the school's student government. As your chair, committee will probably be admirably professional. Don't expect to make the press often.

A prolific researcher, Harsh works in silence. Literally. Mr. Agarwal worked behind the screen, and in front of the curtains, bringing the world crashing down on delegates.

The youngest member of the board, Mr. Bhattacharya exudes confidence. Along with copious amounts of facial hair, far too amicable to effectively emulate the Secretary General, he does come close.

The other olfactorily overloaded member of your board, Mr. Mitra is yet another distinguished debater, and hopefully an effective director. His musings about a career in medicine are a source of mirth for the rest of the board. Debayan along with Anish probably form the most entertaining board you can come across in a MUN, although they both have a tendency to poke their noses into other people's private affairs, especially each others.

Word of caution: Should he, unimpressed by you lot, ever fall asleep in committee, do not try to awaken him. The rest of the board has suffered often enough for trying to do so.
The least loquacious member of the board, Roy has been instrumental in making this MUH a reality. All his cyber confrontations aside, his matter-of-factness should be welcome in the TMG, given the rest of the board’s eccentricities.

The consummate over-achiever, and embodiment of productivity, rest assured that, owing to his presence, someone will always be working in your committee. A lot harder than the delegates. You might find him doing math during unmediated caucus, if committee

If you get any çhats with rep written on them you can be sure it's from Harsha. When he isn't growing a beard, he is writing 'socially conscious rap'. Deeply affected by social issues, his aim in life is to promote this form of music (or rhyme?) to the far corners of the world. A great writer and a self proclaimed bleeding heart libertarian, Harsha sen is entrusted with the most important aspect of any model united conference: (actually second most important, the food comes first) the press and will ensure that you guys get enough laughs during the conference.